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Title of the event: NUOVI EQUILIBRI TRA DIGITALIZZAZIONE E COOPERAZIONE (A NEW BALANCE 

BETWEEN DIGITALIZATION AND COOPERATION)  

The conference was built around some focal questions regarding the digitalization of the labor market. 

Specifically, together with a multidisciplinary group of speakers- including lecturers, experts from the 

world cooperativism and social entrepreneurs - we tried to understand what effects of the digitalization 

of the labor market and what balance can be established between digitalization and social cooperation.  

The meeting has started with an accurate introduction made by Francesca Montalti from the project 

partner Lega Coop Produzione e Servizi about the project, its main goals and the results reached so far.  

Flaviano Zandonai, from pp CGM and moderator of the event introduced all the invited speakers and 

afterwards a survey has been launched in order to involve the participants, understand what are the 

most widespread beliefs regarding the use of technologies and, based on the results obtained, orienting 

the debate with the experts. 

 

Michele Faioli 

Lecturer of Labor Law at the Catholic University.  

Faioli started his speech with three observations. The first is that the law adapts to technology, not the 

opposite. The second point is that in our production system there is no enterprise detached from the 

territorial and sector production context, with the reflection in terms of production and organization 

models; this means that every company is obliged to evolve digitally, following a logic of social cascade. 

So the organizational model of a small business is a model that comes from wanting to resist and stay 

in its market. The third point is a consideration on digitization processes, which never refer to episodic 

moments in the production and organization of work but they refer to the integral transformation of 
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production. So, who is the employer, asks Faioli. Probably behind the network of advanced technology 

contracts, it is who determines the consequences and who gives the directives on the production and 

organization of the workplace. How could we react to the complexity of this employer? With a law? The 

warning is to promote good collective bargaining, both national and decentralized, because it is more 

adaptive than the law.  

 

Ivana Pais 

Lecturer of Economic Sociology at the Catholic University. 

She focused her speech on the role of the platforms, which are a new form of social organization. How 

do they position themselves with respect to other forms of social organization such as markets, 

hierarchies and networks? The answer to all the questions and ambiguities that arise may be the ethical 

platforms that can focus attention on democratic governance, social impact, open technology and 

workers' rights. She closed her talk with some open questions regarding for example the best way to 

ensure transparent and shared rules, if it is possible to build a new alliance that includes workers etc.  

 

Fabio Sgaragli 

Head of Innovation Fondazione Giacomo Brodolini.  

Fabio Sgaragli shed light on the importance of co-creation processes, that is, designing the future 

together, which must be accompanied, guided and served with possibilities. These processes represent 

the integration of infrastructures and skills (e.g. physical space and process management skills) that 

today could be encouraged because they can make a difference in the birth of inclusion, sharing and 

proximity projects.  

 

Francesca Martinelli 

Director of Centro Studi Doc Foundation. 

She based her speech on the comparison between the “Pegasus company” (a neologism inspired by the 

story of Pegasus, a winged horse faithful to Bellerofonte) and the Unicorn Company. In particular, she 

told us about Doc Servizi, a cooperative also chosen by the SEEDING project as an Italian best practice. 

Doc Servizi, a self-management cooperative of entertainment workers, has strongly invested to become 

a business facilitator and a network of connections. Its peculiarity is that it has invested in services to 

support the work of the members. In 2012, a platform was added to facilitate the traditional procedures 
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of workers and to optimize self-management mechanisms. It is a highly technological platform - where 

technology is an enabling factor - it is scalable and replicable, it supports processes of disintermediation 

-or redistribution of wealth- and it is based on principles of safety, transparency and quality.  

 

Lorenzo Marzolla 

President of Multicoopter drone cooperative. 

He told us about the experience of the birth of his innovative start-up. Multicoopter Drone is a very 

small cooperative made up of three partners who met during a course on the use of drones. They 

discovered, during the creation of the initial project, that the cooperative world fit well with technology. 

Their platforms consist of robotic equipment aimed at improving people's work, making it safer through 

the use of drones. 

The conclusion was entrusted to Luca Pastorelli a great expert in social cooperation from the lead 

partner Diesis.  
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